
Regulating the Importation of Used 
Agricultural and Forestry Machinery 

Penny McLeod – Senior Adviser, Invasive Species Team, 
Animal and Plant Health Directorate, MPI
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The Risks

The Import Requirements

On-Arrival Action Required

Pathway Challenges
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Plant Disease

Animal Disease  

Regulated Seeds

Plant Material 

Hitch Hiker Pests 

Associated Risks

Soil
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MPI sets out the import requirements for ‘risk goods’ using 
Import Health Standards (IHS).

Requirements are established after public consultation 
including a 60-day period required as part of SPS obligations..

Regulation for used machinery is guided by International 
Standard for Phytosanitary Measures (ISPM) 41 -
International movement of used vehicles, machinery and 
equipment.

Regulation is also based on MPI’s Pest Risk Assessment of the 
vehicle and machinery importation pathway. 

Requirements
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MPI Requirements 

Used agricultural and forestry 
machinery fall under MPI’s general 
risk class: “Used Outdoor or Targeted 
Machinery.”

Class captures all used outdoor 
machinery as well as machinery that 
is used indoors but has been exposed 
to biosecurity contamination.
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Requirements

All used machinery must arrive clean and free of all 
biosecurity contamination..

Importers of used outdoor machinery must submit a 
certified cleaning certificate to MPI before arrival.

Treatment (fumigation or heat) may be required - 37 
BMSB risk countries between September and April.
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Requirements

The IHS includes contamination thresholds 
linked to the “clean outcome”.

Thresholds:

1) Guide the importer around the acceptable 
standard of cleanliness required 

2) Are used by MPI to verify compliance with 
the outcome. 
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Requirements

wire cables and ropes that are attached, or have been 
attached to machinery used for agricultural, 
horticultural or forestry purposes must be:

• Treated before arrival; and 
• Cleaned, free of biosecurity contamination
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Verification of compliance 

Used high risk outdoor machinery is routinely verified on arrival by MPI due 
to:

1. Complexity.

2. The difficulty an importer has with cleaning the machine to the 
required standard.

3. Often requires a direction for further decontamination at an MPI  
approved facility. 

If the contamination can't be dealt with on-arrival, the machinery may face 
reshipment or destruction at the importer’s cost.
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The 
Challenges

NPPOs have low involvement in this 
pathway (like with most inanimate risk 
goods). 

Machines are complex and usually large. 
Cleaning is difficult and dismantling is 
often required. 

Because many types of biosecurity 
contaminants are associated with used 
machinery, there is often not just one 
treatment or action that will manage all 
risk. 185



The challenges

It is difficult to establish if machinery is highly contaminated until it has 
been unloaded and inspection starts.  Verification inspections are timely, 
and dismantling may be required.

Reshipment becomes more difficult and costly to direct once the machine is 
off the vessel.

There may be multiple types of contamination on the machines which 
require further dismantling or a range of treatments and/treatment rates.
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Thank you for your attention.

Please feel free to contact the Invasive Species Team 
(Standards@mpi.govt.nz) if you have any questions.
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Australia’s Biosecurity 
Future
Unlocking the next decade of resilience
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Background

Emerging medical 
devices landscape 
and associated 
regulatory 
environment
(TGA)
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Background

2014
Megatrends
Megashocks

2020
Future states (2030)

System recommendations
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Objectives

Inform policy, investment decisions and future Government 
biosecurity reviews

1

2

3

Promote the importance of a strong biosecurity system 
(especially through a One Health lens)

Create a sense of urgency across the biosecurity system 
in relation to necessary improvements/actions
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Process

May Jun Jul Aug Sep
2020

56
individuals

26
organisations

40
reviews
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• COVID-19 caused a 3.8% decline in 
Australian economy contracted Jan-Sep but 
recovered 3.3% in the Sept quarter 
unemployment peaking at 15% in April 

• Environmental biosecurity system protects 
Australia’s environmental assets valued at 
over $6.5 trillion

• Alien pests weeds and diseases cost 
Australia over $390 B over last 50 years*
• up to 6-fold increases per decade 

• current annual costs between $8.9 B (direct) and 
$76 B (direct & indirect) 

Economic impacts 

*Bradshaw et al. (in press) Detailed assessment of the reported economic costs of invasive species in Australia. Neobiota
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Two trajectories
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Recommendation themes

20 actions across 3 themes.
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Recommendation themes

System connectivity

Digitised processes and 
data sharing

Domestic and 
international partnerships
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Recommendation themes

System connectivity Shared responsibility

Digitised processes and 
data sharing

Domestic and 
international partnerships

Community and public 
engagement

Indigenous engagement

Industry engagement
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Recommendation themes

System connectivity Shared responsibility Innovation in S&T

Digitised processes and 
data sharing

Domestic and 
international partnerships

Community and public 
engagement

Indigenous engagement

Industry engagement

Supporting innovation

Science and technology 
capability
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Recommendation themes

System connectivity Shared responsibility Innovation in S&T

Digitised processes and 
data sharing

Domestic and 
international partnerships

Community and public 
engagement

Indigenous engagement

Industry engagement

Supporting innovation

Science and technology 
capability
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• Protects our unique environment & internationally competitive 
$60B agricultural export industries

• Provides the platform for shared-responsibility and government-
industry and community partnerships

• Needs to be transformed to meet growing risks and impacts –
scaling up not good enough

• Needs to innovate by defining and investing in technologies for 
priority areas 

• Needs a human-agriculture-environment One-Health approach 

Australian Biosecurity System
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Australia wants to be the most biosecure
trading nation respected globally. 

Transformative change is needed to get there 
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Australia’s National Science Agency

Andy.Sheppard@csiro.au
CSIRO

Thank you
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Promoting IT solutions for 
surveillance and pest 
reporting

STDF_DAWE/ Ms Carol Quashie-Williams & Ms Roshan Khan

STDF/PG/432

25 June 2021
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Department of Agriculture, 
Water and the Environment

Document title
Document author 2

Introduction 
The “Promoting Information Technology (IT) solutions for surveillance 
and pest reporting” project (aka Surveillance and Reporting Project)

promotes best practice in;

• Surveillance - design, planning and implementation

• Efficient data collection

• Management of surveillance information, and 

• Evidence-based reporting on pest status

• Management  

25 June, 2021

• Funding
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Beneficiary countries: 

Cambodia

Lao PDR

Malaysia

Myanmar

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Thailand

Viet Nam

Start Date

01/12/2016

End Date

Extended until early 2022 due to COVID-19.
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Theory

206
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Training: Why do surveillance?
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Pest-Tracker

(Diagnostics)

Skills in planning and implementing pest surveillance for trade and biosecurity objectives.
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Surveillance Equipment Provided
Hand-held smartphone devices (iPad or 
iPhone) to record field surveillance 
data using a P-tracker GeoJot+ app;

Laptop with Surveillance Information 
Management System (SIMS) for 
importing surveillance data
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GeoJot+ Field Data Collection App

An app that collects GPS, photos and field data and generates reports

GeoJot+ license fees provided by project
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SIMS, a 
Microsoft 
Access 
product
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Surveillance Manuals Provided
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Important ISPMs-Surveillance

SURVEILLANCE

8

DETERMINATION 
OF PEST STATUS 

IN AN AREA

6

PEST 
REPORTING
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All Resources available on the project iPad
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Surveillance Priority Targets Identified

Plant Products Pests and Diseases

216
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Project Activities

Networking & Mentoring

Skills in planning and implementing pest surveillance for trade and biosecurity objectives.

Surveillance
218
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Surveillance Reporting
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Project Challenges 2020-21

Domestic and International

Internal Movement Controls
Steering Committee Meeting 

Postponed

Civil Unrest
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Project Status

COUNTRY

Completed
Project 

Activities

Surveillance
Competency

Trainers

Competent

Cambodia  Fully Yes 

Lao PDR Covid affected Fully Yes

Malaysia Covid affected Partly Yes

Myanmar Covid affected Fully Yes

PNG  Fully Yes

Philippines  Fully Yes

Thailand Covid affected Fully Yes

Viet Nam  Fully Yes 222



Malaysia

STDF Aquatic plant surveillance

Ministry of Agriculture
Tuta absoluta pest  surveillance
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Malaysia training
Surveillance Webinars 

1.Surveillance Basics 
2.Surveillance in Malaysia
3.Report Writing

45-60 minutes. Zoom platform. Recorded
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Diversified Learning Aids!
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The Philippines 
“Proud and Confident Experts in Surveillance”

Alternative open-source surveillance apps
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Project Updates

https://youtu.be/ok4jJtaBy1o

https://www.standardsfacility.org/PG-432
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Thank you for listening
Any questions?
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What is PIER? Product Import Export 
Requirement fully integrated tools

PIER is for ‘regulatory’ not 
‘transactional’ information / data

Products

Official New Zealand Pest Register (ONZPR)

What is being designed & built 
using a incremental delivery

ONZPR, a single NZ Govt. official searchable 
database of pests regulated in New Zealand, 
and includes general information about each 
pest as well as specific details for importers 
and exporters

ONZPR Keywords

Scientific name, Organism type, Unwanted, 
Notifiable, Regulated, Non-regulated, Not 
assessed, Quarantine, Actionable, New 
organism, Not-new organism, Prohibited
New Zealand country freedom, Action upon 
interception in NZ, Potential Vector, HSNO

PIER SEARCH

PIER SEARCH, an official database for 
importing commodities using associated 
attributes and country of origin. It identifies 
whether the trade route is open and 
provides a direct link to the requirements 
for importing and exporting

PIER SEARCH Keywords

Commodity, Import, Export, From Country, 
To Country, Pathway status, Approved, 
Suspended, Not approved, Commodity class, 
End use, Part or life stage, Official 
reference, Requirements, IHS, ICPR

Release C1

PIER CONCISE

PIER CONCISE, an extension of PIER SEARCH 
will provide a concise output for the specific 
risks and measures that are required when 
importing or exporting a commodity on a 
specific trade route. The output supports 
and aligns with the official IHSs and ICPRS.

PIER CONCISE Keywords

Measures, Risk scenario, Risk items, 
Treatment, PEQ, Action, Measure sets, Port 
of entry, Facility, Associated guidance 
documents 

PIER components

PIER Data 
Database

PIER Code

PIER APIs
PIER Public 

Pages

PIER Data 
Maintenance 

Pages

PIER Data 
Model

PIER IHS 
building 
blocks

PIER IHS 
Builder 

Vision and future scope (not in current 
project)
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Who and Why PIER? Product Import Export 
Requirement fully integrated tools

PIER is for ‘regulatory’ not 
‘transactional’ information / data

Products

Official New Zealand Pest Register (ONZPR)

ONZPR, a single NZ Govt. official searchable 
database of pests regulated in New Zealand, 
and includes general information about each 
pest as well as specific details for importers 
and exporters

PIER SEARCH

PIER SEARCH, an official database for 
importing commodities using associated 
attributes and country of origin. It identifies 
whether the trade route is open and 
provides a direct link to the requirements 
for importing and exporting

PIER CONCISE

PIER CONCISE, an extension of PIER SEARCH 
will provide concise output for the specific 
risks and measures that are required when 
importing or exporting a commodity on a 
specific trade route. The output supports 
and aligns with the official IHSs and ICPRS.

*over 25 associated stakeholder groups

Importers & Industry

Exporters & Industry

Border Systems

NPPOs

Public

Other stakeholders*

Stakeholders

NZ Govt – Better for Business (MBIE)

MPI- Ease of Business

Benefits

Consolidation of often conflicting Information

Current and maintainable

Designed for Incremental Enhancements

System to System Integration

Foundation Data for MPI Biosecurity Common 
Data

Expandable & ‘future’ proof capability for 
BioSecurity Act  changes

Complex ‘regulatory’ information held in over 400 official ‘word’ documents including 576 schedules separately 
maintained; Over time many disparate lists across Biosecurity NZ have been built with little or no integration; 
Requirements and risks produce more than 300,000 pest-commodity-country-risk measure combinations that are 
difficult to keep current, be consistent and cross referenced, comprehendible and maintained; Over 25 identified 
stakeholder groups  that require engagement and communication

Challenges
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External stakeholders

External Reference Sources

PIER integration PIER is for ‘regulatory’ not 
‘transactional’ information / dataONZPR

PIER SEARCH

PIER CONCISE
Importers & Industry

Exporters & Industry

NPPOs

Public

Other stakeholders

NZOR EPPO

Commodity, Import, Export, From Country, To 
Country, Pathway status, Approved, 
Suspended, Not approved, Commodity class, 
End use, Part or life stage, Official reference, 
Requirements, IHS links, ICPR links, Scientific 
name, Organism type, Unwanted, Notifiable, 
Regulated, Non-regulated, Not assessed, 
Quarantine, Actionable, New organism, Not-
new organism, Prohibited
New Zealand country freedom, Action upon 
interception in NZ, Potential Vector, HSNO, 
Measures, Risk scenario, Risk items, Treatment, 
PEQ, Action, Measure sets, Port of entry, 
Facility, Associated guidance document links 

On 
demand 
data via 

APIs, 
Json

On 
demand 
data via 

APIs, Json

other

Note: The PIER APIs will go 
through the APIGee gateway, 
however most MPI systems still 
do not use this method to 
exchange data, so Json & csv 
can be provided on request

Pre Border

Border

Post Border
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